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10,13,22 2 Pet. 2:1, The Deceptive Influence of False Teachers (Part 1) 

The section of 2 Pet. we’re moving into now is a direct tie-in to the rest of 2 Pet. 

and all of Jude.  Because of how much material Peter and Jude devote to this topic, 

and because both Jesus and Paul also said that this is the #1 threat against God’s 

people at the end of this age, we need to see how important this is. 

I’ll quickly share a warning given by our Lord and two by Paul to show what I mean, 

and then we’ll move into Peter’s version of this. 

(Matt. 24:3-4) “Now as He sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to 

Him privately, saying, ‘Tell us, when will these things be? And what will be 

the sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?’ And Jesus answered and 

said to them: ‘Take heed that no one deceives you.’” 

(2 Tim. 3:1, 4-5) “But know this, that in the last days perilous times will 

come: men will be . . . lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having a 

form of godliness but denying its power. And from such people turn away!” 

(2 Thess. 2:3, 9-10) “Let no one deceive you . . . The coming of the lawless 

one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying 

wonders, and with all unrighteous deception.” 

Of course, this is an extremely small sampling, because the most prominent 

characteristic of Satan, and his most consistent and pervasive form of attack on 

believers, is deception through instruction that appears to be true.  And I was 

actually surprised at how much of the Old and New Testament, especially related 

to the end of each Age, was devoted to warnings and exposure of deception. 

One other reality we need to face before we move into this: No one who is 

deceived believes they are deceived.  Even if we get to a place where we see much 

of what the enemy has designed to pull us away from the Truth, we all still have 

blind spots; sacred cows of doctrinal or perceptive deception we are likely holding 

onto. 

And as I’ve mentioned in past studies, Satan has specific deceptions designed for 

every level of spiritual growth – from infancy to maturity.  He also adjusts those 

deceptions to fit each of our unique personalities.  We all have a history that 

includes the way we were raised, the peers we’ve been influenced by and the 

pastors we’ve sat under.  And all of that has made us vulnerable in different ways 

to a variety of deceptive inroads.  So, we need to be extremely open to the voice of 

the Holy Spirit, but we also need to be humbly receptive to what others may see in 
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us that we are blind to; (Pro. 12:1) “Whoever loves discipline loves knowledge, but 

he who rejects correction is a fool”. 

So, on that uplifting note, lets move into 2 Pet. 2. 

(2 Pet. 2:1a) “But there were also false prophets among the people, even as 

there will be false teachers among you . . .” 

Peter’s audience is shown in 1 Pet. 1:1, “To the sojourners of the dispersion”.  He’s 

writing to the Jewish believers who were scattered throughout Asia Minor.  And 

because of that, his prediction of false teachers lines up with the experience of the 

Jewish people in the Old Testament who were well acquainted with false prophets.  

In Matt. 13:24-30, our Lord identifies them as “tares” planted in God’s field by the 

enemy.   

So, when Peter reminds his readers of the false prophets, he knew that would 

prepare them to recognize false teachers among them. 

An author name Daniel Defoe wrote that “whenever God erects a house of prayer, 

the devil builds a chapel there.” 

The phrase, “among you” is literally “in your midst” and shows that these false 

teachers will intermingle with God’s people and try to draw away disciples. 

(Acts 20:29-31) “I know this, that after my departure savage wolves will 

come in among you, not sparing the flock. Also, from among yourselves men 

will rise up, speaking perverse things, to draw away the disciples after 

themselves. Therefore watch, and remember that for three years I did not 

cease to warn everyone night and day with tears.” 

Again, this passage in Acts shows how serious Paul is about this – to warn 

Christians night and day with tears for three years, Paul must have seen a danger 

in this that moved him deeply in his concern for God’s people.   

There are enemies within every church – both then and now.  The problem most of 

us have is in determining how to recognize them. 

In reality, it’s not just the Church, the whole world is filled with deception; it’s 

literally the spiritual atmosphere of the planet – from corporations, to advertising, 

to the pharmaceutical industry, to politicians and governments.  Honesty is almost 

non-existent.  You can see why Jesus would start His end time list with “take heed 

that no man deceives you.” 
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And we’ve already seen numerous times in Heb. 5:12-14, that young believers are 

dependent on more mature believers for the kind of discernment needed to see 

through what’s happening in our world and in the Church.  

If false teachers were easy to spot, it would mean that the serious tone Paul and 

Peter have in their warnings would be unnecessary; it would also mean that Satan 

is extremely incompetent when it comes to knowing what has the potential of 

deceiving God’s people.   

Satan is absolutely evil, but he’s not incompetent; he knows exactly what kind of 

person and what kind of teaching is most likely to deceive us.  We should neither 

overestimate or underestimate his intelligence.   

But, as I said, as widespread as Biblical illiteracy is, it’s not surprising that so many 

believers are lacking the discernment they need to see through the enemy’s 

deceptions. 

I even heard someone say, “If you want to know whether a teacher is false, just ask 

him to say Jesus is Lord, because 1 Cor. 12:3 says that ‘no one can say Jesus is Lord, 

but by the Holy Spirit.’” 

They honestly believed that only true teachers and prophets can use the name 

Jesus in what appears to be a positive way.  I guess they thought that if a 

demonized teacher tried to use Jesus’ Name to deceive people, their tongues 

would burn up – or something. 

It would be a little difficult for Satan to disguise himself as an ‘angel of light’, as 

Paul warns in 2 Cor. 11:14, if he was prevented from using Christian language to 

deceive Christians.  Here’s that passage in 2 Cor. 11:13-15; 

“Such men are false apostles, deceitful workers, masquerading as apostles 

of Christ. And no wonder, for Satan himself masquerades as an angel of 

light. It is not surprising, then, if his servants masquerade as servants of 

righteousness.” 

The “form of godliness” that false teachers present to the Church is convincing 

enough for many Christians to believe that these teachers are “servants of 

righteousness”.  

In the next part of vs. 1, Peter starts detailing what to look for as well as the 

specific dangers for those who fail to see through the deception around them. 
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(2 Pet. 2:1b) “. . . who will secretly bring in destructive heresies, even 

denying the Lord who bought them . . .” 

The first thing Peter wants is to know is that they bring in destructive heresies.   

The word for “destructive” refers to the loss of all that makes existence 

worthwhile.  It is life independent of God, ultimately leading to eternal loss.  There 

is also a parallel in the Greek that isn’t obvious from the English.  Here’s what I 

mean – this is a literal translation of these verses; 

“But there arose also false prophets among the people, even as also among 

you there shall be false teachers, who will be of such a character as to bring 

in alongside (of true doctrine) destructive heresies. . . “ 

This is one of the tactics of the enemy that helps him hide in plain site in the 

churches.  He teaches the truth because Satan knows the truth.  So, if we are 

hearing a teacher proclaim things to you that you know are true, our tendency is to 

trust him.  This is to his advantage, because while he’s gaining that trust by 

teaching the truth, he’s mixing in (literally in the Greek, “smuggling in”) false 

doctrine that only sounds true.  If someone handed us a glass of perfectly healthy 

orange juice, but told us that the juice also contained a small amount of arsenic, 

we’d avoid it.  False teachers will give us what we know is healthy, but they won’t 

mention the doctrinal arsenic – it’s up to us to detect that. 

So, false teachers can graduate from seminary, fill the pulpits of thousands of 

churches and teach us that Jesus loves us and has a wonderful plan for our lives.  

That’s not all they teach us, but they will teach enough truths to gain our 

confidence before the arsenic is distributed. 

For most of those listening to this, our problem is not recognizing the danger of 

someone like Benny Hinn or Joel Osteen.  That’s obvious to us.  But as I said when 

we started, Satan has fully developed plans of deception designed to deceive even 

the most mature of saints. 

Finally, the word for “heresy” means “choice”.  As Vincent explains it, “a heresy is 

the choice of an opinion contrary to that which is usually received.”  So, what’s 

happening here is that people, under the influence of the false teacher, are 

choosing to believe something that those more firmly established the doctrinal 

foundations of Christianity do not believe. 

The next part of the verse gives an example of this and says they “deny the Lord 

Who bought them, and bring on themselves swift destruction.” 
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Another Greek researcher, Strachan, wrote, “The denial seems to have consisted 

of an inadequate view of the Person and Work of Christ, and their relation to the 

problem of human sin.” 

That doesn’t seem like it would deceive very many people, but whenever any 

teaching requires something for salvation as an addition to simple faith in Christ, it 

becomes a denial of the completeness of His work on the Cross. 

For example, in John 3:16 our Lord clearly defines the way of salvation – “whoever 

believes on Him will not perish but have everlasting life.”  And, of course, the 

letters to the Galatians and the Hebrews reinforce that by showing the futility of 

man adding anything to what Christ has done. 

And for sake of time, I’m just going to give one example to help us see what this 

deception can be in our generation.  One of the most popular appeals to the lost is 

this: “Repent of your sins and believe in Christ, and you will be saved”; and they 

normally quote passages like these: 

(Mark 1:14-15) “Jesus went into Galilee and proclaimed the gospel of God. 

‘The time is fulfilled,’ He said, ‘and the kingdom of God is near. Repent and 

believe in the gospel!’” 

(Acts 20:21) “Testifying both to Jews and to Greeks of repentance toward 

God and of faith in our Lord Jesus Christ. 

(Acts 17:30) “The times of ignorance God overlooked, but now he 

commands all people everywhere to repent.” 

I know it’s subtle, but did you notice any difference between the “repent of your 

sins and believe in Christ” gospel of our generation and the verses I read? 

There’s nothing in any of those verses about repenting from sin.  Why not?   

First, what does the word repent mean?  It means to have a change of mind.  If I’m 

sitting in a restaurant and decide I want fish & chips instead of my first thought 

which was a hamburger, I repented – I changed my mind. 

There was a time when I did not believe in Christ; then a time came when I 

“changed my mind” and I did believe in Him.  I repented.  I personally had no idea 

what sin even was. 

To ask an unbeliever to turn from sin before they can come to Christ is to place a 

work on them that in essence is preaching a gospel of “faith plus works”.   
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In his volume on Soteriology, L.S. Chafer explains the distinction between what the 

word repentance meant when the New Testament was written compared to what 

it means in Christian circles 2000 years later in our generation; 

“There is no reason why sorrow for sin cannot accompany repentance, but 

the sorrow, whatever it may be, is not repentance.  People are led by this 

error to measure the validity, the assurance, of their salvation by the 

intensity of anguish which preceded or accompanied it.  Sorrow of heart 

becomes a most subtle form of meritorious work, and to that extent, a 

contradiction of grace. 

“Since emotions cannot be produced at will, the way of salvation has thus 

been made impossible for all who do not experience the required anguish. 

The New Testament call to repentance is not an urge to self-condemnation, 

but a call to a change of mind (about Jesus of Nazareth).” 

“Repentance, which is a change of mind, is included in believing.  No one can 

turn to Christ from some other confidence without a change of mind, and 

that is all the repentance a spiritually dead individual can ever effect.” 

I’ve had people tell me that turning from sin, as a condition for salvation, is 

obvious; why would anyone receive Christ as savior if they didn’t think they 

needed to be saved from sin? 

It doesn’t matter whether a person can intellectually understand that salvation is 

by faith alone, and can prove that by quoting volumes on Soteriology written by 

scholars or even if they are able to state their case by using the original language 

to show what “repentance” really means. 

The way in which deception traps us in cases like this, is that the enemy takes 

advantage of the fact that an intellectual knowledge of the Bible is all we have.  If 

we really understood what happened at the Cross, if we saw it by revelation of the 

Spirit, we’d know to the core of our being that there is absolutely nothing we can 

do beyond accept or reject what Christ has done.  We have absolutely nothing to 

offer; including our so-called “turning from sin”. 

So, how does salvation really work – who can be saved and based on what 

responsibility on our part? 

Some of you have heard what I’m going to read now, but many haven’t, so in this 

context you need to make sure you understand the underlying principle that this 

quote is teaching us; 
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“The accessibility of the gospel is the greatest wonder of the world.  

Salvation is offered to those who believe (those who put their trust in Christ 

to save them) - it is by faith only.  No strings attached. 

The examples of Mary Magdalene, the Samaritan woman, Peter, and other 

Biblical writers show us our bankruptcy so that we would enter our 

relationship with God on honest ground.  When we reach that point, God 

can begin to fashion us into something beautiful. 

The faith required is no greater than the least faith we can muster - as a 

mustard seed, the smallest seed. . . 

Jesus said, "I am the gate, whoever enters through me will be saved." (Jn. 

10:9).  The gate is always open! 

Let's say one hundred people enter that gate in the next ten minutes.  

One may come hopping on one foot, tired out and wondering if she can 

make it, but she hops through the gate at last into the arms of the Lord. 

Another, his head up and shoulders straight, does a little march through the 

gate. 

One comes with purpose and vision for a lifetime of serving Christ. 

Another comes with the bare thought, "Just don't let me burn in hell." 

One hears the invitation, and runs for the gate. 

Another loiters around outside for years, and finally steps across the line, 

not entirely sure she made the best decision. 

Still another starts for the gate, turns back, changes his mind, starts for the 

gate again, and repeats this process numerous times before realizing he 

needs help getting through the gate. "Lord, help me decide," he prays.  A 

compassionate, tender hand reaches through the gate and helps him 

through. 

A mother won't go in without her children.  She gets them ready and as they 

pray to receive Christ together; they enter the faith-gate to eternal life. 

Another stands restlessly outside the gate.  "He doesn't want me like He 

wants the others," she bemoans.  "Maybe if I stand here, he'll notice me."  

"Come," Jesus cries out to her.  "It was for you I died."  With awe she passes 

through the gate. 
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Still another, hurt by the years, stands at the gate, angry with the Master for 

the way his life has gone. "I don't want you," he thinks, "but I have no other 

place to go; so, I must go through the gate." 

Jesus takes them all, because that's how we come - as needy, blind, 

hungering, angry, frightened, confused, Satan-dominated, lost human 

beings.  Jesus is the only One who can save us.  "Come to Me, all who are 

weary and heavy-laden, and I will give you rest."  (Matthew 11:28) 

Legalists always want salvation to be a formula with steps we have to follow, 

because the flesh always wants recognition.  But the Lord wants salvation to be the 

beginning of a relationship based on trust.  All the glory or recognition goes to 

Christ for what He’s done; none of the glory goes to us.  He’s the Savior, not us. 

The reason I began this with John 3:16 is because anyone who adds anything to 

faith alone is not only preaching a gospel of works, but is also saying that Jesus’ 

proclamation of the way of salvation was incomplete. 

How could anyone honestly think that when Jesus explained how to be saved, He 

either accidently or intentionally left out an ingredient that was necessary for 

salvation?  That those who heard Him, believed in Him, but ended up going to hell 

because they didn’t repent of their sins?  

It may sound good to add “repentance from sins” to faith in Christ, but it adds 

something the Bible does not teach.   

Ok, so this is just one of a thousand examples we could look at of the ways in 

which the enemy has come into the Church and subtly, but powerfully, taken away 

or added in order to move believers away from the simplicity that is in Christ. 

(2 Cor. 11:3) “But I fear, lest somehow, as the serpent deceived Eve by his 

craftiness, so your minds may be corrupted from the simplicity that is in 

Christ.” 

We definitely have to get a grasp on what we are up against, because the 

scriptures very specifically predict that in our generation the majority of Christians 

will fall away from the faith, give heed to false teaching, and end up in the 

wonderful world of Laodicea. 

We can’t afford to be thinking that these things only apply to other people – that 

we will never be in this kind of majority.  Unfortunately, ironically, that’s exactly 

what the majority believes. 
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I will try to come from as many angles as possible, because we never know what 

author or verse will cause lights to flash and help us make sense of things – we 

need to be able to give, not just a reasonable or technical interpretation, but a 

spiritual interpretation to everything around us. 

Here’s one of those angles on deception we haven’t looked at yet.  I appreciate 

this author’s take on deception within the Church; 

“A word about Christianity, for deception holds good here as adapted by the 

Deceiver to the realm in which he is working, the type of people with whom 

he is dealing, the religious, fundamental, committed Christian. Yes, even 

they, under the right influence, can be deceived; to put it in another way, 

deceived by their Christianity, and that is a strong and a mighty delusion. 

There is power in that delusion that seems so often to defy every kind of 

attempt to deal with it. Deceived by Christian religion. What more can be 

expected than the recognition of the fact of God and the giving to God of 

reverence, acknowledgment, and recognition: of taking active interest in 

things which relate to God, attending services, and being very busy in 

activities and interests, and finding your chief interest in things Christian? 

What more can be expected? What could possibly be wrong with that? 

Be patient, bear with me if I say with very great emphasis: that may be one 

colossal delusion. So often that very thing obscures one fundamental thing, 

a true and living relationship with God. Religion can be found in the darkest 

places of the earth. Universally there is religion; depraved and very low in 

many places, but universally there is the consciousness of standing in 

relationship to some supreme object of worship, demanding worship; and 

then men's minds or imaginations get to work to give some kind of 

expression to that consciousness, of that supreme object of worship, and 

the imagination produces that sometimes out of a tree, a stone, or in the 

heavenly bodies; somehow it is expressed, but it is the thing that is there, 

behind all the forms of expression which is universal. All the highly civilized 

forms of that brought into the realm of Christendom are only the same thing 

developed. Christendom may be a more civilized, educated interpretation of 

God, because it gets its ideas from the Bible, but it may be a mighty delusion 

and very often is.”  

His main point seems to be that the religious mind can invent and interpret 

Christianity according to everything from personal bias to personal desire; and 
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when that happens, we end up with a different meaning attached to Christian 

words and theologies than the meanings the apostles had in mind when they 

wrote their epistles. 

Our version of Christianity can be our deception. 

(2 Tim. 4:3) “For the time will come when people will not endure (lit. 

tolerate) sound doctrine, but according to their own desires, will multiply 

teachers for themselves because they have an itch to hear what they want 

to hear.” 

We choose for our pastors, men who will tell us what we want to hear; though we 

would never admit that, or even necessarily, be consciously aware that that is what 

we’re doing. 

I believe that the most difficult task we face when studying the Bible is the 

challenge of being fully objective.   

We’ve talked a great deal over the past several months of the need for us to “deny 

ourselves” in order to follow Christ.  If ever there was time when we most need to 

set ourselves aside, fully open to the Spirit for His instruction, it’s when we open 

our Bibles. 

This is a bit of a tangent, but I think you’ll see that it’s tied into our learning from 

another, unique angle. 

I want to make sure we realize that escaping deception is not simply an issue of 

ensuring that the doctrines of the word of God are becoming clearer; knowing the 

truth is also absolutely indispensable for those desiring to be conformed to the 

image of Christ. 

Listen to this verse in 2 Cor. 3:18 in the context of what we’ve been looking at in 2 

Pet. 

“But we all, with unveiled face beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, 

are transformed into the same image from glory to glory, even as from the 

Lord, the Spirit.” 

In some mysterious but very real way, God moves us from glory to glory in being 

conformed to the image of Christ by two things; 

1) We have to have an unveiled face 

2) We have to consistently gaze into whatever Paul means by “a mirror”. 
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First, how do we know when we have an unveiled face?  Paul tells us in the verses 

immediately preceding our verse in 2 Cor.  3:18; 

(2 Cor. 3:14-15) “Their minds were blinded (deceived). For until this day the 

same veil remains over their hearts in the reading of the Old Testament, 

because the veil is taken away in Christ. But even to this day, when Moses is 

read, a veil lies on their heart.” 

We can’t take time to launch into a study of the Old vs. New Covenant, but what 

Paul is saying is that following the death of Christ and the setting aside of the 

dispensation of the Mosaic Law, our access to God is on the ground of grace, not 

Law. 

So, when a Christian tries to mingle Law with Grace or works with faith, they blind 

themselves from seeing and experiencing true spiritual life.  They also quench the 

Spirit of Grace and prevent Him from moving them forward, from glory to glory.  

Because that forward spiritual momentum is not based on works but on grace 

which works through faith. 

(Rom. 11:6-8) “If by grace, then it is no longer of works; otherwise, grace is 

no longer grace.  But if it is of works, it is no longer grace; otherwise, work is 

no longer work.  What then? Israel has not obtained what it seeks; but the 

elect has obtained it, and the rest were blinded. Just as it is written: ‘God 

has given them a spirit of stupor, eyes that they should not see and ears that 

they should not hear.” 

Israel wanted a Messiah Who would recognize their religiosity and reward them 

with both salvation and a kingdom.  But salvation and entrance into the kingdom of 

God is not based on our works; our righteousness, its based on the righteousness 

of Christ given to us through faith, not religion. 

The danger for us, who are now God’s people, is to revert to works in our hope of 

gaining God’s acceptance, or of growing spiritually in an age when all must be by 

grace. 

The deception comes in when we are taught doctrines or principles that seem to 

be grace-oriented and should be called ‘sound Christian doctrine’, but in reality, 

these doctrines are based on Law or legalism, and cause a spiritual veil to be 

wrapped around our hearts. 
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The second condition to spiritual conformity to Christ is beholding (lit. gazing 

intently) into the mirror to see the glory of Christ.  This is because we become like 

whatever the object of our gaze is. 

James also helps us identify what the “mirror” symbolizes; 

(James 1:22-25) “But be doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving 

yourselves. For if anyone is a hearer of the word and not a doer, he is like a 

man observing his natural face in a mirror; for he observes himself, goes 

away, and immediately forgets what kind of man he was. But he who looks 

into the perfect law of liberty and continues in it, and is not a forgetful 

hearer but a doer of the work, this one will be blessed in what he does.” 

The “mirror” is “the perfect Law of Liberty” that not only reveals us to us, but also 

reveals Christ to us.  The Holy Spirit uses the written word to conform us to the 

living Word. 

Now, here’s that unique angle I talked about earlier; it’s some comments by 

Watchman Nee on our passage in 2 Cor. 3; 

“A coppersmith pours the liquid copper into a mold, and thus the copper 

poured in takes on the form of the mold. Or take the example of cake 

making, in which a man puts a prepared dough into a mold resulting in the 

cake taking upon itself the form of the mold. We are to take on the form of 

the Lord in just that way. To the extent of being ‘conformed to the image of 

his Son’ as Paul says in Romans 8.29, it means we are to be made like the 

Lord in His glorified manhood. If man is to be really changed according to 

the pattern set by God, he must undergo a transformation in inner quality; 

that is, he must have the life of God poured into his spirit and he must allow 

it to permeate his whole being till he arrives at the total transformation of 

image. The Spirit of the Lord works step by step; it is “from glory to glory.” 

Our responsibility is to keep our gaze fixed on Christ through His word; the Spirit’s 

responsibility is to conform us into the image of the God’s Son.   

Again, we can see how important it is to know the truth, because if we are 

deceived and what we are learning is a distorted image of Christ, that’s the image 

we will take on.  The clearer and more comprehensive our knowledge of the truth 

as it is in Jesus, the more exact will be our conformity to Him.  

    ________________ 
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I want to close tonight by asking some rhetorical questions.  We’ll start with a 

hypothetical story of unbeliever who has died and is standing before the Lord, and 

hears the sentence of the Lake of Fire being handed down to him. Here’s the story 

he tells God – 

“When I was a young man, I was lonely and broke.  An older man came into 

my life.  He was compassionate and wise.  He not only helped me get back 

on my feet, but when I saw he was someone who genuinely cared for me, 

that he wasn’t faking it or doing all he did for me to gain something, I began 

to trust him.  One day I simply asked him why he was doing all this.  He told 

me that the Lord had brought us together, and he wanted to show me God’s 

love. So, we began to have conversations about God and the Bible.  He told 

me about the Father and about the Son’s sacrifice on the Cross for my sins.  

He explained who Jesus was and why He came into this world.  Eventually, I 

was baptized and began attending church with him.  I have done my best to 

stay true to him and his Church over the years.  Now, I’m here before you 

and you say I’m lost?  What more could I have done?” 

Now, here’s the back story.  The kind, wise, compassion old man was a Mormon 

elder.  The young man put his faith in a false Christ and lived his life believing that 

he was one of God’s children.  In the end he was one of those who said, “Lord, 

Lord, look at all I’ve done in your name . . .!” Here’s the whole passage;  

(Matt. 7:21) “Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter 

the kingdom of heaven, but only he who does the will of My Father in 

heaven.” 

The man believed he had done the will of the Father by believing in the Son.  That’s 

what the Mormon church taught him. But the man was deceived and now he’s 

lost, which of course was Satan’s goal from the beginning.   

Does he have a defense for his decision to follow the Mormon’s Christ?  Can he 

appeal God’s sentence on the ground that the man who deceived him was loving 

and caring, and all of his words were reasonable and seemed intelligent and 

truthful?   

Story #2.  A young Christian, also lonely and broke, finds his way into a 

church filled with people who welcome him and help him get back on his 

feet.  An elder gave him a job and allowed him to stay in one of his family’s 

spare bedrooms until he could go out on his own.  The pastor was dynamic 

and convincing; the worship team brought tears to his eyes.   
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Now the young man is standing before the Lord at the judgment seat of 

Christ and he’s watching the rewards he could have had, the inheritance 

God had prepared for him, go up in smoke.   

Can he use for his defense the fact that the church he was in, the loving 

elder, the dynamic pastor, the caring people, were all signs to him that he 

had found the place God wanted him to be? 

What was it that both of these individuals used to determine that which is true 

from that which is false?  They used their soul (mind, emotion and will) which was 

fed by their five senses as they observed, listened, considered and weighed 

everything that happened to them – and then they used their will to make a 

decision; a decision that moved them into a life of deception. 

We know from countless other passages that if someone is genuinely seeking the 

Lord, He will lead them to the right place and the right people, because as we see 

in 2 Chron. 16:9, “The eyes of the LORD range throughout the earth to show 

Himself strong on behalf of those whose hearts are fully His”. 

The problem comes in when people are unaware of where their heart really is.  We 

have all experienced times when we have quieted the whispers of God because 

what He appeared to be saying would move us in a direction we didn’t want to go.   

No matter who we are reading in the scriptures - Jesus, Paul, Peter, James, John.  

All of them agree with great emphasis that deception is powerful and dangerous.   

As we saw in Matt. 7, there will be countless people who, even after they leave this 

life, continue to believe that the religion they adopted was true and they have no 

idea why the Lord didn’t seem to care about all the things they did in His Name 

while they were here. 

Don’t ever think for a second that any of us are impervious to deception.  We have 

to stay absolutely transparent before the Lord and not allow our natural senses 

and reasoning to determine what can only be seen by the spirit. 

So, with our two stories, as Pat has reminded us from time to time; “They missed 

the point, and now it’s over.” 

 


